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1. Executive Summary 

These deliverables summarize the activities at LIGHTest dissemination events, to highlight the 
dissemination successes and activities of the project, for both evaluation purposes and 
information of partners that do not take part in the event.  
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4. Project Description 

LIGHTest project to build a global trust infrastructure that enables electronic transactions in a 
wide variety of applications  

An ever-increasing number of transactions are conducted virtually over the Internet. How can you be 
sure that the person making the transaction is who they say they are? The EU-funded project 
LIGHTest addresses this issue by creating a global trust infrastructure. It will provide a solution that 
allows one to distinguish legitimate identities from frauds. This is key in being able to bring an 
efficiency of electronic transactions to a wide application field ranging from simple verification of 
electronic signatures, over eProcurement, eJustice, eHealth, and law enforcement, up to the 
verification of trust in sensors and devices in the Internet of Things.  

Traditionally, we often knew our business partners personally, which meant that impersonation and 
fraud were uncommon. Whether regarding the single European market place or on a Global scale, 
there is an increasing amount of electronic transactions that are becoming a part of people’s everyday 
lives, where decisions on establishing who is on the other end of the transaction is important. Clearly, 
it is necessary to have assistance from authorities to certify trustworthy electronic identities. This has 
already been done. For example, the EC and Member States have legally binding electronic 
signatures. But how can we query such authorities in a secure manner? With the current lack of a 
worldwide standard for publishing and querying trust information, this would be a prohibitively complex 
leading to verifiers having to deal with a high number of formats and protocols.  

The EU-funded LIGHTest project attempts to solve this problem by building a global trust 
infrastructure where arbitrary authorities can publish their trust information. Setting up a global 
infrastructure is an ambitious objective; however, given the already existing infrastructure, 
organization, governance and security standards of the Internet Domain Name System, it is with 
confidence that this is possible. The EC and Member States can use this to publish lists of qualified 
trust services, as business registrars and authorities can in health, law enforcement and justice. In the 
private sector, this can be used to establish trust in inter-banking, international trade, shipping, 
business reputation and credit rating. Companies, administrations, and citizens can then use 
LIGHTest open source software to easily query this trust information to verify trust in simple signed 
documents or multi-faceted complex transactions.  

The three-year LIGHTest project starts on September 1st and has an estimated cost of almost 9 
Million Euros. It is partially funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 
programme under G.A. No. 700321. The LIGHTest consortium consists of 14 partners from 9 
European countries and is coordinated by Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft. To reach out beyond Europe, 
LIGHTest attempts to build up a global community based on international standards and open source 
software.  

The partners are ATOS (ES), Time Lex (BE), Technische Universität Graz (AT), EEMA (BE), G&D 
(DE), Danmarks tekniske Universitet (DK), TUBITAK (TR), Universität Stuttgart (DE), Open  
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Identity Exchange (GB), NLNet Labs (NL), CORREOS (ES), IBM Denmark (DK) and UbiSecure (FI). 
The Fraunhofer IAO provides the vision and architecture for the project and is responsible for both, its 
management and the technical coordination. 

The Fraunhofer IAO provides the vision and architecture for the project and is responsible for both, its 
management and the technical coordination.    
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5. Generic Pamphlet 
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6. Bulletins  

A number of Bulletins, comprising project information, updates, and domain news were produced 
during the course of the first year.  

6.1 September 2016 
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6.2 February 2017 
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6.3 May 2017 
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6.4 August 2017 
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6.5 LIGHTest-Community Website  
The Lightest Community Website is a specific globally focussed outbound activity showing the global 
nature of LIGHTest value rather than predominantly just EU. The separate website to the ‘official 
LIGHTest.eu’ enables greater flexibility and discussion. The LIGHTest-Community website can be 
found at: www.lightest-community.org . 

Some example pages: 

  

http://www.lightest-community.org/
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7. External Events in YR 1 

Partner Activity Type Event Type Event Name Location 
Country Start Date Duration 

EEMA Presentation Conference Trust in the Digital 
World NL 15/06/2016 2 days 

EEMA Presentation Conference EKSISTENZ General 
Meeting UK 01/12/2016 1 days 

FHG, EEMA Presentation Conference World eID and 
Cybersecurity France 26/09/2016 3 days 

OIX Presentation Conference Digital Citizen 
Keynote GB 05/10/2016 1 day 

OIX Presentation Workshop OIX Workshop - pm UK 18/10/2016 1/2 day 

OIX Presentation Conference 
Internet Identity 
Workshop(IIW)Fall 
2016 

USA 25/10/2016 3 days 

OIX Virtual Global 
Meeting 

OIX Members 
Meeting VIRTUAL VIRTUAL 02/11/2016 1/2 day 

OIX Presentation Conference IDM UK UK 09/11/2016 1 day 

EEMA, FHG, OIX Presentation Conference 
ISSE (Information 
Security Solutions 
Europe) 

France 15/11/2016 2 days 

ATOS/FHG/EEMA Dissemination Conference World e-ID and 
Cybersecurity 2016 France 26/09/2016 3 days 

FHG and TUG, EEMA Paper in 
Proceedings  Conference Open Identity 

Summit 2016 Italy 13/10/2016 2 days 

ATOS Press Release Web Atos Website Spain 03/11/2016 permanent 

ATOS Dissemination Conference CSA-EMEA Congress 
2016 Spain 15/11/2016 2 days 

ATOS Press Article Business 
Magazine Computing Spain 30/01/2017 permanent 

ATOS Interview Online Radio Gestiona Radio Spain 03/02/2017 permanent 

OIX Presentation Workshop OIX Workshop The 
Netherlands 09/03/2017 1 day 

ATOS Interview Business 
Magazine Banca15 Spain 15/03/2017 Permanent 

OIX Presentation Conference IETF #98 USA 26/03/2017 6 days 

ATOS Video 
Interview 

Business 
YouTube 
Channel 

Banca15 TV Spain 07/04/2017 Permanent 

OIX Presentation Unconference 
Internet Identity 
Workshop(IIW)Spring 
2017 

USA 02/05/2017 3 days 

OIX Presentation Conference European Identity & Germany 09/05/2017 4 days 
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Cloud Conference 
2017(EIC) 

OIX Presentation Conference K(NO)W Identity 
Conference USA 15/05/2017 3 days 

OIX Presentation Policy 
Meeting 

International Identity 
Management Law 
and Policy Meeting II 

USA 18/05/2017 1 day 

OIX Presentation Forum International Lightest 
forum meeting USA 19/05/2017 1 day 

EEMA Presentation Closed 
Conference PORVOO 19 Italy 25/05/2017 2 days 

NLNETLABS Presentation Working 
Group 

CENTR Jamboree 
2017 Germany 29/05/2017 2 days 

ATOS Interview National 
Radio RTVE Spain 24/05/2017 permanent 

OIX Presentation Conference Cloud Identity 
Summit USA 19/06/2017 4 days 

OIX Presentation Conference IDM Whitehall Media UK 21/06/2017 1 day 

EEMA Presentation EEMA Annual 
Conference Conference UK 05/07/2017 2 days 

NLNETLABS Presentation Working 
Group IRTF Czech 

Republic 17/07/2017 1 day 

OIX Presentation Internal 
Meeting 

Internal Lightest 
Workshop Belgium 17/07/2017 2 days 

FHG/EEMA/NLNETLABS Presentations Conference CITE 2017 Italy 29/08/2017 2 days 
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8. Example Conference Reports 

8.1 eIDAS Trust Services: 6 months on after the switch-over 
EEMA attended the eIDAS Trust Services Workshop which was held in Brussels, Belgium, on 19 
December 2016, to present the state of play six months after the entry into force of the new rules for 
trust services under the eIDAS Regulation. EEMA led the discussions on geographic scalability of 
eIDAS, and specifically citing and explaining the role of LIGHTest. 

How well have Member States managed to comply with the new rules? Are there obstacles that still 
need to be overcome? What about trust service providers? Are they on the right path to seize the 
opportunities brought by the new framework? By providing a platform for sharing experience, best 
practices, business cases and success stories, the workshop was an opportunity to take stock of the 
changes introduced by eIDAS in the EU trust services landscape and to discuss how best to leverage 
the opportunities offered by the eIDAS Regulation.  

The objective of the one-day workshop was to present the state of play six months after the entry into 
force of these new rules. The morning session of the workshop was devoted to share experiences, 
best practices and success stories through presentations and real use cases. In the afternoon, 
participants were split into breakout sessions to discuss real challenges and address concrete 
questions related to the eIDAS requirements. The seminar was organised for representatives of the 
Member States, Supervisory Bodies, Conformity Assessment Bodies (CABs), National Accreditation 
Bodies (NABs), Certification Bodies (under Art. 30 of eIDAS Regulation), Trust Service Providers, 
ENISA and Standardisation Bodies - ETSI (CEN) representatives. 

8.2 Trust Framework Workshop 
The Open Identity Exchange (OIX) was delighted that Microsoft could host a ‘Trust Framework’ 
workshop in Amsterdam on 9th March 2017 that introduced the LIGHTest project in some detail. 
Bringing together over 70 organisations, our pan-European delegates were a mixture of digital identity 
experts and technical and non-technical representatives.  

The workshop was kicked off by Ronny Bjones from Microsoft as he talked about identity as the 
control plane and how trust frameworks drive cloud identity dynamics. A great quote from his 
presentation certainly rings true for the LIGHTest project “Businesses and users are going to use 
technology only if they can trust it” (Satya Nadella, CEO Microsoft). 

8.3 K(NO)W Conference in Washington 
In May 2017, OIX and USTUTT presented LIGHTest in the context of identity frameworks and how 
these interoperate for seamless customer experiences, at the first K(NO)W Conference in 
Washington. 
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This was followed by the second International Identity Management Law and Policy meeting co-hosted 
by the World Bank. At this event, OIX presented LIGHTest in the context of trust frameworks and 
standards, with USTUTT introducing LIGHTest to this group of influential, global policy and legal 
decision makers from both the public and private sector. Whilst in Washington, OIX took advantage of 
consortium experts from EEMA, time-lex and USTUTT to hold the first International LIGHTest forum 
meeting. This group of global experts, mainly outside of Europe, met for a deep dive into LIGHTest, 
with technical, business and legal presentations from USTUTT and legal presentations from time-lex. 
This more intimate meeting had ample time, allowing for bi-directional curation of valuable feedback to 
and from the LIGHTest consortium partners as to global concerns and issues. 
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9. Partner Reports 

Many partners will not have commenced specific dissemination activities as the related Work 
Packages may have started later in YR1. We expect dissemination from all partners within YR2 and 
YR3. 

9.1 FHG 
The FHG is the coordinator of the EU- funded project LIGHTest. Besides of coordinating this IT 
security project, the FHG was responsible, in the first year of the project, for the important and public 
deliverable D2.14, which represents the Reference Architecture. Moreover, the FHG is work package 
leader of WP3, the Infrastructure for the Publication and Querying of Trust Schemes. In WP3 no public 
deliverables have been due in the first project year. Here the first public deliverable is the “DNS-based 
Publication of Trust Schemes”, which is due in M18 of the project duration.   

The FHG was present on the OID Rome, Italy with the paper “LIGHTest – A LIGHT-weight 
Infrastructure for Global Heterogeneous Trust Management”. Furthermore, LIGHTest was presented 
by FHG on the ISSE conference in Paris, France as well as on the IDM & OIX event in Amsterdam, 
Netherlands. In August 2017 (M12) the FHG is going to participate at the ARES conference in Reggio 
Calabria, Italy together with USTUTT, NLNET and EEMA. After the ARES conference, LIGHTest will 
be presented during the European Association for Biometrics (EAB) conference in Darmstadt, 
Germany. 

9.2 EEMA 
EEMA is the Dissemination lead for LIGHTest and is responsible for orchestrating the communications 
and dissemination activities of the consortium, amounting to over 30 actions in YR1. The aim of 
EEMA’s own dissemination activities has been to place LIGHTest as part of the strategic goals of the 
European Commission, in expanding its ability to trust global supply chains and reduce the friction in 
conducting business between entities operating within the eIDAS regulations and other Trust 
Schemes. EEMA itself attended over 10 events (some reported in the above table). LIGHTest was 
represented at EEMAs own “Privacy v Identity” Annual Conference in London and ISSE 2016 in Paris. 
In EEMA’s wider role in Europe, LIGHTest is continually raised and promoted. 

EEMA was responsible for publishing the LIGHTest Newsletters, illustrated in this deliverable. EEMA 
developed the LIGHTest Community website, together with OIX, to promote our aims and generate 
support for LIGHTest in a more global environment. 

EEMA has established the LIGHTest Advisory Board and its first meeting will be at the LIGHTest GA 
in Graz, Austria. Members of the Advisory Board consist of eminent names involved in Trust and 
eCommerce activities from both public and private sector, from the USA and Europe.   

EEMA also participated with ATOS, OIX, NLnet and FHG in a WP10/WP11 workshop to build on the 
exploitation plans for LIGHTest into the future 
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9.3 USTUTT 
During the first year of the LIGHTest project, the University of Stuttgart was task leader of Task2.1, as 
well as Task2.2. The University of Stuttgart was responsible for the first and the final version of the 
Inventories Deliverables, which represents an up to date picture of all the at times rapidly evolving 
aspects that need to be considered in the design of the LIGHTest trust infrastructure, e.g. Existing 
trust schemes and existing device attestation schemes. Moreover, the University had the lead of 
Task2.2. Here the University of Stuttgart had to provide a Requirements Analysis and Additional Use 
Cases. Regarding their dissemination activities, the University of Stuttgart was present on the 
following events: OID Rome, Italy; ISSE Conference Paris, France; IDM & OIX event, Amsterdam, 
Netherlands; the K(NO)W conference and the OIX & World bank Workshop, Washington D.C., USA. 
In August 2017 (M12), the University of Stuttgart will be present at the ARES conference in Reggio 
Calabria, Italy. On all events about LIGHTest a presentation was made by the University of Stuttgart to 
increase the visibility and range of LIGHTest and the LIGHTest community.  

9.4 OIX 
To address Social Media, we set up a LinkedIn account which has 27 members and posts which link 
back to events we’ve participated in and the latest public deliverables. We also run a Twitter account 
which has similar posts as well as re-tweeting relevant content from events. Currently have 96 
followers and 31 tweets. We use the OIX Twitter and LinkedIn account to send out information related 
to LIGHTest. A LIGHTest-Community website has been put together which disseminates project 
information such as the latest deliverables and additionally publishes the latest events we will be 
presenting at. A forum has been created that allows interested individuals to comment and ask 
questions. All those signing up are verified manually first before being allowed access. 

We sent out two OIX newsletters to around 300 contacts which included information about the 
LIGHTest project and how individuals could get involved. 

OIX have been working on a whitepaper around inventories which is bringing together some of the 
research done for WP2.2 around use cases and requirements. OIX are in the final stages of finishing 
off the whitepaper and hope to communicate this later in the year. 

9.5 ATOS 
1st Year’s Activities to date (16th of August) carried out by Atos include the following main actions: 

Atos Communication Department sent the official LIGHTest press release to its usual media agency 
and was delivered to the media. In addition, Atos also has published the Press Release in the Atos 
website. Atos has managed the invitation to the CITE - The 1st International Workshop on Creating 
Identity – Trustworthy Ecosystems: This was a joint ARIES- LIGHTEST workshop organized by Atos. 
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Several members of Atos Research & Innovation department have participated in different events with 
national communication media including radio, TV and press interviews. These included: Gestiona 
Radio (since minute 37) - WISER and LIGHTest (Aljosa Pasic - Technology Transfer Director); Banca 
15, digital press – LIGHTest (Alberto Crespo Responsible for the Identity and privacy Lab); RTVE 
program: Marca España, explaining cutting edge sectors “made in Spain”). An interview with Alicia 
Medina Head of Atos Research & Innovation.) 

9.6 NLnetLabs 
In YR1, NLNET presented LIGHTest at three occasions: 

During the 98th meeting of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) in March 2017 in Chicago, IL, 
OIX and NLNET organized a gathering of interested people, colloquially known as a ‘Bar BoF’ with the 
aim to make the IETF community aware of the LIGHTest project as well as provide an early start for 
the upcoming standardization work. The meeting was attended by nine people. The two partners 
presented the goals of LIGHTest and outlined early ideas how to achieve these goals. Since IETF as 
the Internet standardization body the meeting was particularly focused on the use of DNS within 
LIGHTest. 

Because of this meeting, NLNET was approached in May 2017 to present the project on the CENTR 
Jamboree in Frankfurt, Germany. CENTR, or the Council of European National Top-level Domain 
Registries, is an association of the organizations that operate the country code top-level domains 
(ccTLDs) of Europe. The CENTR Jamboree is an annual meeting bringing together the association’s 
technical, economical, and administrative experts for an exchange. NLNET, who has been granted 
observer status in CENTR, presented LIGHTest as part of a workshop entitled ‘New biz: eId, trust 
frameworks & others.’ LIGHTest is of interest as registries often need to verify the identity, domicile, or 
legal status of domain name registrants. 

Finally, during the 99th meeting of the IETF in Prague, Czech Republic in July 2017, NLNET 
presented LIGHTest at the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF), a sibling organization of the IETF 
focusing on research-oriented topics in Internet technology. The IRTF organized a Side Meeting on 
Distributed Infrastructure at which LIGHTest was presented as one of three selected use cases of 
distributed infrastructure. The goal of this group is to explore the potential of decentralized Internet 
infrastructure with distributed ledger technology. While LIGHTest does not aim to include the latter, its 
goal indeed is to provide the technological foundation for distributed, decentralized trust verification. 

9.7 G+D 
Within this reporting period, the focus of WP 7 activities was on achieving the objectives of defining 
requirements for derived mobile IDs with known trust properties and defining a system architecture for 
trusted environments on mobile devices. Both objectives have been reached by publishing 
deliverables D 7.1 “Definition of Requirements for derivation and attestation of mobile IDs” and D 7.2 
“Definition of device system architecture and derivation scheme of mobile IDs” in time. In order to 
reduce complexity, the WP followed a stepwise approach. While task 7.1 focused more on generic 
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requirements of derived mobile IDs within the context of trust propagation across different trust 
domains, task 7.2 worked out a more concrete mobile ID scenario based on a specific protocol and 
proposing a concrete end-to-end scenario. There were no other dissemination activities in YR1. 

9.8 TUG 
We are proud to report that the paper “Harmonizing Delegation Data Formats” has been accepted at 
Open Identity Summit 17 in Karlstad, Sweden (Note: the paper is to appear). The paper covers how 
different delegation data format can be unified in a way, that they can be used for multiple purposes, 
instead of just a single purpose. Georg will be in Karlstad and present the paper on October 4th and 
October 5th. On September 19th, Georg is speaking at the EAB conference in Darmstadt, Germany, 
where he will speak about “Representing Delegations in the Domain Name System”. 

9.9 Correos 
Within the activities conducted by Correos to boost project’s visibility, a specific Wikipedia page of 
LIGHTest was created.  This page includes basic information of the project and redirects the reader to 
official resources and/or give a brief idea of the project. Additionally, this kind of web resources, 
increase reachability of pages referenced, such as the official LIGHTest webpage. 

As part of the networking activities, two members of Correos team attended the ICANN DNS 
Symposium, that took place in Madrid. Such an international meeting is a great opportunity to let DNS 
experts get to know about the LIGHTest infrastructure and the value it’ll add. Likewise, getting to know 
about the last updates on this topic is key to ensure our project is going on the right direction. 

Due to the good relationships with the Universal Postal Union (UPU), of the United Nations, Correos 
team have met with UPU representatives on topics such as international standards and 
links/agreements between UPU and the LIGHTest consortium. This has been sponsored and boosted 
by having Victor Martin as member of the steering committee of the “post” project. 

9.10 Time.lex 
Within LIGHTest, Time.lex is responsible for legal and ethical compliance, including particularly 
compliance with the GDPR and the eIDAS Regulation. Time.lex has also been involved in the 
development at the EU level of the regulatory and policy landscape around electronic identification 
and trust services. Therefore, Time.lex participated in dissemination events that focused on legal and 
policy issues.  

Time.lex participated in the Trust Framework event in Amsterdam on 9 March 2017, introducing the 
legal challenges and envisaged solutions towards a broad audience of over 70 organisations. The 
event allowed early legal and policy expectations to be tested, critically evaluated and thereafter 
finetuned, which was very useful for the further development of the thinking behind the legal 
deliverables of LIGHTest in Year 1.  
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Time.lex furthermore presented the legal model behind LIGHTest at a discussion session organised 
by OIX Forum in the offices of Locke Lorde LLP in Washington DC, following the International Lightest 
forum meeting, on 31 May. The discussion meeting included lawyers, but also representatives of 
American and international think tanks and policy organisations, and was vitally important to help 
scope some of the policy potential of LIGHTest, along with the related challenges and possibilities.  

Finally, Time.lex (along with OIX and USTUTT) participated in a podcast interview for One World 
Identity, showcased as an example of global identity community building. The podcast is available at 
https://oneworldidentity.com/2017/07/25/lightest-the-future-of-trust/. 

9.11 DTU 
The main focus of DTU has been the development of the Trust Policy Language TPL for the LIGHTest 
project. It is in fact the basis for the project allowing to formally describe not only Trust Policies, but 
also Trust Translation Policies and Delegation Policies. It is based on the existing language Prolog. 
Therefore TPL gives not only a concrete meaning, it also provides immediately an implementation 
when all predicates are implemented. This has been done in correspondence with the other partners, 
especially in workpackages 3-6 that work on this basis. The language has already been used to 
formulate several example policies, for instance in the e-Health area. The language has been briefly 
described in the architecture deliverable D2.14, and is now defined in full detail in the upcoming 
deliverable D2.4 on the formal basis of LIGHTest. We plan to extract the main results and essence 
from this deliverable and publish it as a conference paper soon. 
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